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Framing

• The context in which options are presented. 

• Our Retirement Planner encourages action by:

• showing projected income per year 
– eg $20,000 per year – a worryingly small amount)

• NOT showing account balance at age 60 
– eg $300,000 - a comforting large amount of money
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Overconfidence

• We quote one of Australia's leading financial experts.

• He says even he struggles to understand the 
complex products being offered
– CDO’s, contracts for difference

• He describes them as 
potential minefields
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Information overload

• MoneySmart website structured to have layers of 
information:
1. Very simple
2. Some detail
3. More detail

• We try to simplify decisions by only showing 
information relevant to the individual
– eg When can you get retirement income?
– We took 2 tables with 60 cells of information and reduced it 

to 4 pieces of information
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Information overload: Before
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Information overload: After
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Choice overload

• There are many different ways of investing
• In “Investing basics” we only discuss 4 mainstream 

choices
• People only see other more complex choices if they 

actively look further
– Options, futures, CDOs, etc
– Heavy warnings that these investments 

are “outside the flags”
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Conditioned preferences and inertia

• Encourage people to set up processes for saving 
which automate the action
– eg automatic transfer of $50 to bank savings account each 

pay-day
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Less focus on future benefits & costs

• Make the benefit more tangible
– eg show a picture of the thing

they are saving for

• Show cumulative effect of benefit
– eg switching mortgages 

• will not only save you $100 per month now, 
• will save you $40,000 over the life of your mortgage.
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Normalising

• Most people are more comfortable following the 
crowd

• We say “A typical investment portfolio for retirees 
is…” 
– then outline a conservative to moderate portfolio
– backed up a by a case study
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